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Novara, Italy – (8 November 2023) - AMUT is pleased to announce that its capillary global presence has 
further expanded through a long-term cooperation agreement with the local Spanish company LUISO S.L. 
The newly established partnership aims to strengthen AMUT’s footprint in the recycling, as well as cast film 
lines sectors and related services. 
 
AMUT with 65 years of experience, a strong international network of local offices and agents, a team of 
highly qualified engineers and technicians and hundreds of references in all types of installations, has 
achieved a world leading position in the design and supply of extrusion, cast and recycling solutions. 

The Spanish market is fully and duly served through our Headquarters and now in close collaboration and 
synergy with LUISO S.L, located in Spain. 

However, in order to be able to provide a professional and faster response to any of our customers' needs, 
in recycling and cast film lines, we have managed to establish a partnership with the local Spanish company 
LUISO S.L. 

LUISO S.L. has been involved in the world of plastics for 58 years and its highly qualified team has extensive 
experience in turn-key projects, with several references, and a broad range of solutions used in industrial 
applications. 

LUISO S.L., under constant and careful supervision of AMUT, thanks to its great experience in this field and 
local presence, will market the company’s product, assist in the qualifications, meetings and negotiations 
with clients. 

 

 

About AMUT 

AMUT, established in 1958, is a global plastic processing, recycling and waste sorting & recovery systems designer and manufacturer. Over the 
years the company has evolved considerably providing customers with an increasingly extensive range of high quality Extrusion and Recycling 
turn-key plants and related Services. The world Headquarters and production facility is AMUT S.p.A. which is located in Novara (Italy). Candelù 
(Italy) completes the manufacturing sites. Operating globally, the offices and customer service centers are strategically located in Canada and 
South East Asia. This international presence is further enhanced through an efficient worldwide agent network. Learn more at 
www.amutgroup.com. Follow us on Linkedin www.linkedin.com/company/amutgroup and Youtube www.youtube.com/user/Amutspa 

 

     

 

   


